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Introduction

• The task-approach, task-biased technological change

and routinization hypothesis (Autor, Levy, Murnane 2003)

• Routinization and polarization in Germany (Spitz-Oener 2006, 

2008, Gathmann and Schoenberg 2007, Antonczk et al. 2009, Dustmann et 

al. 2009, Goos et al. 2009, Black and Spitz-Oener 2010)

• The role of firms in substituting tasks by computers or 

off-shoring (ALM 2003, Nordhaus 2007, Gossmann and Rossi-

Hansberg 2008)

 Depending on their tasks structure, firms should differ in 

how they cope with technological change
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Motivation of the paper

• The task-approach is challenged by measurement 
problems (Autor and Handel 2009, p. 3)

– Level of analysis

– Measuring and classifying tasks 

• At present, few efforts to measure the task structure of
firms by self-report of firms (subjective method)

• Questions:
– Is there between-firm variance in routine and non-routine 

manual, cognitive and interactive tasks?

– Do firms substitute computer capital for routine tasks?

– Is the tasks structure of firms systematically related to the firms’ 
skill, qualification and job structure?

– (How) can we validly measure it?
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Outline

1. (How) can we validly measure it? - Conceptual 
implementation and operationalization of the task 
approach in a firm-level survey

2. Data collection

3. Is there between-firm variance in routine and non-
routine manual, cognitive and interactive tasks? –
Evaluating the measures

4. Study the determinants and outcomes of the firms’ task 
structure:

- Do firms substitute computer capital for routine tasks?

- Is the tasks structure of firms systematically related to the firms’ 
skill, qualification and job structure?

5. Is the measurement of tasks at the firm-level a valuable
complement to existing task data? 
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(How) can we measure tasks at the firm-level?

• BIBB Reference-Establishment System (RBS)
– an access panel of currently 1,283 German firms providing 

apprenticeship training, 

– since 1993 up to four short (~2 pages) paper and pencil surveys 
per year 

– covers a large population of German firms, i.e. firms of all 
branches and sizes in different regions

• Task requirements (BIBB/BAUA Employment Survey 
2006), competency research, idiosyncratic items

• Frequency scale (never, sometimes, often)

 ”If you think about all tasks that are performed in your 
firm for the production of your goods and services, how 
frequent do your employees perform tasks that are 
[item]?”.
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(How) can we measure tasks at the firm-level?
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(How) can we measure tasks at the firm-level?

• Additional measures:

– Number of employees with different formal qualifications (firm 

size)

– Number of jobs with different formal qualificational requirements 

– Over- and underqualification of employees

– Number of apprentices with different qualifications (schooling 

levels)

– Economic sector

– Introduction of (new) computer technology (last 2 years)

– Substitution of tasks (labor) due to computer technology

– Organizational change (last 2 years)

– Substitution of tasks (labor) due to organizational change 
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Data collection
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Is there meaningful between firm variance?
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Is there meaningful between firm variance?

• Scales:

– Analytic tasks: alpha=.82

– Interactive tasks: alpha=.80

– Manual tasks: alpha=. 79

– Routine tasks: alpha=.71

• Measures that failed:

– „having to react to control different work flows at the same time 

(routine, negatively coded)high uniqueness, no high loading

on any of the four factors

– „reacting to unexpected problems (routine, negatively coded) 

high loadings on the interactive task factor

– „working together with colleagues“ (interactive)  high loading

on the analytic task factor
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Do firms substitute computer capital for routine tasks? 
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Is the tasks structure of firms systematically related to the 

firms’ skill, qualification and job structure? 
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Is the measurement of tasks at the firm-level a valuable

complement to existing task data?

Considering ..

• data limitations:

– Prelimenary results, small number of cases

– Sample structure

• the limitation of measures:

– some items failed, but high reliability of scales

– validity hard to assess

• the results

– No clear evidence on routinization

– Some support in favor for a link between the firms‘ task and skill

structure

we would conclude that firm-level data are a promising 

complement to existing task data!
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Thank you!
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Do firms substitute computer capital for routine tasks? 


